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Thank you to Andrea Goldsmith for chat notes and to Parker Cook & Ethan Cook, our Video 
Production & Technical Team, from PointGreyProductions.com. 

 
18:59:07 From AG-Scribe: change your name to your real name please!! 
18:59:49 From AG-Scribe: top right of your little window 
19:00:15 From AG-Scribe: 3 dots at the top right to rename yourself 
19:02:48 From Reivin: we're all one as Jeffrey Armstrong.                  
19:03:22 From AG-Scribe: one AND distinct Reivin! 
19:09:25 From AG-Scribe: Guru Mantras: 
 

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 
I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight 

of knowledge, has forced open my eyes that 
were blinded by the darkness of ignorance 

 
Om guru Brahma guru Vishnu 

guru devo Maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para Brahma 

tasmai Shri guruveh namaha 
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The guru reveals Brahma, the creator 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver 
The guru reveals shiva, the destroyer 

The guru reveals the supreme Brahman 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru 

19:11:41 From AG-Scribe: staying in the place of Vishnu - the balance point 
19:13:23 From AG-Scribe: the shorter-history civilizations will contest the longer dating of the 

Mahabharata and the speaking of the Bhagavad Gita. See Nilesh Oak's book 
19:14:03 From AG-Scribe: soli-lunar calendar using the sun, moon, and placement of the stars, 

the precessional movements of the poles... 
19:15:06 From AG-Scribe: write the words down with their definitions as if it's a script 
19:15:20 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU1PW-diLM0 
19:15:28 From AG-Scribe: the Vedic worldview is radically different from our own 
19:16:40 From AG-Scribe: Arjuna knew all the background knowledge that we need explained 

to us. We haven't been told about this Vedic worldview. This is why we have to learn 
the Sanskrit words - to let us into the worldview 

19:17:12 From AG-Scribe: only 100 Sanskrit words gives us this entry. don't have to learn all of 
Sanskrit 

19:19:16 From AG-Scribe: after Chap. 2 you are no longer bound in the tiny cell of one 
lifetime. you are an immortal being on a huge adventure in a universe-ity, going 
through millions of lifetimes 

19:19:41 From AG-Scribe: HOMEWORK: change your worldview by learning the Sanskrit 
words! 

19:20:46 From AG-Scribe: do you have a higher goal that is beneficial to you and the well- 
being of ALL? 

19:21:43 From AG-Scribe: Chap 2 - Krishna describes karma yoga and sankhya/buddhi yoga - 
analyzing everything to see what you are not "na iti na iti" not this not that "neti neti" 

19:23:31 From AG-Scribe: Arjuna and his brothers are hoping their cousins will stop trying to 
kill them 

19:23:52 From AG-Scribe: don't we feel that way about all the abusers/oppressors/kleptocracy 
today?? 

19:24:12 From AG-Scribe: it's the story of the real world we live in today too 
19:24:57 From AG-Scribe: who do you work for -- greedy selfish people or people trying to 

make the planet better?? Arjuna reflects OUR problem. Krishna came to talk to us in 
the same context as Arjuna that we call life 

19:26:47 From AG-Scribe: buddhi yoga is for thinkers, not doers. the nerds do neti neti 
19:27:00 From AG-Scribe: they're not usually that active in the world 
19:28:07 From AG-Scribe: Arjuna says, is this what i'm supposed to do now-- sit down and 

analyze everything??? 
19:28:27 From AG-Scribe: is this best process of yoga? if so, why do you ask me to engage in 

this ghastly conflict?? 
19:28:41 From AG-Scribe: everyone on the battlefield is waiting to fight, not meditate!! 
19:28:49 From AG-Scribe: irony!! 
19:29:40 From AG-Scribe: must get this/feel it personally - have skin in the game - to get this. 

too much neti neti and you'll starve. we have to do something in the world! or am I 
supposed to sit down and notice everything i'm not?! 

19:29:45 From AG-Scribe: let's be practical! 
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19:30:25 From AG-Scribe: millions of soldiers are blowing conch shells and stomping their feet 
and Arjuna has just put everything on hold?! 

19:31:09 From AG-Scribe: let's all go home! 
19:31:27 From AG-Scribe: he's confused! what's the one best path of yoga? 
19:31:49 From AG-Scribe: Krishna says there are two methods he's been teaching since time 

immemorial 
19:32:11 From AG-Scribe: jnana yoga of the sankhya darshan - pursued by those inclined to 

analytical thinking 
19:32:20 From AG-Scribe: and karma yoga for those who take action - the doers 
19:33:14 From AG-Scribe: one cannot avoid karma simply by giving up action or by entering 

into a monastery 
19:34:20 From AG-Scribe: cause and effect doesn't stop being the way this world is run - 

action and reaction - whether you like it or not. everything you do has a consequence, 
and consequence runs this world. even if you throw the whole world down - samnyas 
- you can't avoid karma. 

19:34:38 From AG-Scribe: even if you go into an ashram or monastery 
19:35:04 From AG-Scribe: samnyasa -- how long would you last in a monastery anyway if you 

don't have the right temperament?? 
19:35:54 From AG-Scribe: and the minute you leave, karma starts pulling on you again 
19:37:39 From AG-Scribe: the repression of the catholic church has not worked -- look at all 

the pedophilia and the nuns having abortions etc. You don't want to break your vows, 
so you start to lie and cheat and it becomes despicable because of the repression 

19:38:26 From AG-Scribe: all your impulses to action are not allowed except for just a few, and 
that's all you can do. dangerous situation 

19:39:08 From AG-Scribe: you can't just repress yourself 
19:39:32 From AG-Scribe: in denial of the human condition 
19:40:18 From AG-Scribe: everyone is within the grasp of PRAKRITI and is forced to act 

because of the constant fluctuations of the GUNAS 
19:40:38 From AG-Scribe: NOTE: the gunas and doshas are discussed a lot in the UltiMate 

Relationship seminar! 
19:42:18 From AG-Scribe: two kinds of energy: Brahman (luminous, unified, no parts) - 3/4 of 

existence. Prakriti - dark realm of matter in time and made of parts - 1/4 of existence. 
Could call prakriti the shadow of Brahman. it's inherently dark 

19:42:49 From AG-Scribe: we've lost sight of this with electricity etc. Our ancestors spent a lot 
of their time in the dark! 

19:43:35 From AG-Scribe: imagine you're watching a movie. You get so engrossed you run 
into the movie but hit the wall and end up on the floor 

19:44:04 From AG-Scribe: welcome to prakriti - a house of mirrors! how many times have you 
done that in a relationship etc? things are not what they seem 

19:44:35 From AG-Scribe: you hit that wall one more time, you stay on the floor a while and 
you finally notice the movie is not the wall. there are 2 things going on - na iti na iti 

19:45:45 From AG-Scribe: then you turn around and you see the light coming from the 
projection room 

19:47:18 From AG-Scribe: so you follow the light back to its source - you're the jiva atma - 
come from Brahman but you are in prakriti and are breathing air. you can go back 
and forth between Brahman and prakriti 

19:47:29 From AG-Scribe: you realize you are more like the light than the matter 
19:48:50 From VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Q&A in 7 minutes = 7:55 
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19:49:02 From AG-Scribe: so you follow the light back to its source and at every altitude it 
looks different. the light was obviously carrying the movie but you're not sure what 
else -- all you see is light, so it looks like all one 

19:49:19 From AG-Scribe: and you think the wall wasn't real 
19:49:37 From AG-Scribe: and you forget you were pursuing the movie in the first place 
19:49:58 From AG-Scribe: as long as you're in prakriti you create karma 
19:50:48 From AG-Scribe: Arjuna knew all this but he has temporarily forgotten. Here we have 

to learn it all from scratch. we knew something else was there, we knew something 
was wrong here 

19:52:04 From AG-Scribe: in order to get past the door of the light we have to meet 
Brahma/Saraswati the original creative couple. 

19:53:03 From AG-Scribe: where do the forms we've been pursuing in matter come from? 
19:53:22 From AG-Scribe: creation sustaining and destruction of this realm 
19:53:28 From AG-Scribe: qna 
20:03:12 From AG-Scribe: Darshan = way of seeing, way of approaching the dilemma 
20:03:48 From AG-Scribe: there are 6 Vedic darshans to figure out our dilemma 
20:03:56 From AG-Scribe: 1. sankhya/buddhi yoga [discernment] 
20:04:05 From AG-Scribe: 2. nyaya - logic 
20:04:14 From AG-Scribe: 6 perspectives on a problem 
20:04:15 From Sandi - VASA: The guru doesn't tell you what to think, but they do ask you to 

think bigger thoughts, and they do teach you HOW to think - to use your buddhi 
discernment. 

20:04:39 From AG-Scribe: 2. nyaya - finding the logical conclusion through logic 
20:04:52 From AG-Scribe: 3. vaisheshika - quantum physics 
20:05:39 From AG-Scribe: particle physics. everything has particles, smaller and smaller - little 

fleas have littler fleas - just keep finding smaller pieces the deeper we go 
20:06:23 From AG-Scribe: trying to count and keep track of the smaller particles. Actually, WE 

are -- the atma is smaller than the smallest particle, but it’s not a particle of matter 
20:06:43 From AG-Scribe: 4. ashtanga yoga - first step, yamas and niyamas 
20:06:49 From AG-Scribe: behaviours we should and should not do 
20:07:08 From AG-Scribe: no one was ever taught asana until they were taught the yamas and 

niyamas and pranayama first 
20:08:26 From AG-Scribe: 5. purva mimamsa - all of the devas and various ishas and ishtis, all 

the various beings that are between us and the ultimate being - so we talk to them 
first on our way to searching for the ultimate - like asking for directions - meet all the 
other ones first 

20:08:48 From AG-Scribe: meet all the lower employees first on our search for the president 
20:10:16 From AG-Scribe: 6. veda anta - Vedanta - what is the unlimited place from which all 

this has arisen? Uttara mimamsa - the ultimate vision of who is doing what. finding 
the president 

20:12:23 From AG-Scribe: ch 3 v.6 
20:12:43 From AG-Scribe: we have ten horses pulling our chariot 
20:13:19 From AG-Scribe: 5 dense elements in prakriti that our body is made of: earth – 

prithivi, water – apas, fire - teja or agni, air – vayu, ether/space - akasha 
20:13:36 From AG-Scribe: 5 elements, and our body is pulled by 10 horses - 5 active senses 

and 5 perceptive senses 
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20:14:07 From AG-Scribe: this is sankhya yoga - looking more deeply into what we are - the 
atma - and what we are not. we have to name these things so we can say we are not 
them. 

20:14:20 From AG-Scribe: everyone has a 5-element body in different proportions 
20:14:27 From AG-Scribe: birds have more air eg 
20:15:28 From AG-Scribe: 5 perceptive senses - jnana endriyas - theoretical, input department. 

5 active senses - karma endriyas - the doers. 
20:16:29 From AG-Scribe: perceptive senses: space = vibration moves in it - connected to 

hearing. so many vibrations travelling in space - akasha - vibrations come in and strike 
our eardrum, perceptive sense connected to space = hearing 

20:17:01 From AG-Scribe: air = skin = touch 
20:17:19 From AG-Scribe: fire = light and heat = eyes - our eyes are useless with no light 
20:17:33 From AG-Scribe: perceptive sense of light is sight 
20:17:55 From AG-Scribe: must know this all so we can say what we're not. if you see 

something using the eye and the fire element - you are not that thing! 
20:18:26 From AG-Scribe: water = taste 
20:19:15 From AG-Scribe: smell = earth - all the earthy things give off an odour 
20:19:31 From AG-Scribe: yogis say the tongue is the most powerful and voracious 
20:20:03 From AG-Scribe: look at your 5 perceptive senses and see them as 5 of the horses 

pulling your chariot 
20:20:18 From Sandi - VASA: which horse is leading the pack, which horse is not 
20:20:41 From AG-Scribe: good homework question! 
20:21:08 From AG-Scribe: 5 active senses - karma endriyas 

akash = speaking - space - what I speak goes into your hearing, both connected to the 
space element 

20:22:02 From AG-Scribe: need to be able to talk to your ten horses and address them 
individually 

20:22:24 From AG-Scribe: sounds made by the tongue reach the ears 
20:22:49 From AG-Scribe: air (touch) = grasping - the other skin experience 
20:23:21 From AG-Scribe: light = eyes = locomotion - can't walk without light 
20:25:30 From AG-Scribe: water = 2 senses are the most difficult to control. 1 - the tongue. 

Aren't we enslaved by food and toxins in food that make us addicted to food and 
smoking and alcohol etc.? The tongue is the input device. the output device is the 
genitals. where the water goes. and sexuality - what you do with your genitals. the 
most voracious and addictive and what causes us the most problems and harm 

20:25:53 From AG-Scribe: yamas and niyamas is the way yoga controls these 10 senses 
20:26:17 From AG-Scribe: have to break our addiction to these experiences or we’re just 

dragged around by our horses and then it messes with our manas 
20:26:31 From AG-Scribe: the dasa endriyas 
20:26:47 From Sandi - VASA: We're going to use these "addictions" as part of compatibility in 

the upcoming UltiMate relationship seminar 
20:26:52 From AG-Scribe: and none of that is YOU. it's our equipment, the equipment on our 

car 
20:27:29 From AG-Scribe: this is basic to the worldview and helps us navigate our life 
20:27:48 From Sandi - VASA: Doshas - are also a compatibility segment! 
20:28:53 From AG-Scribe: "hold your horses" we say 
20:29:00 From AG-Scribe: we are all addicted 
20:29:05 From AG-Scribe: because we don't know who we are 
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20:29:17 From AG-Scribe: until you do the buddhi yoga and know this, you don't even know 
what you're looking at 

20:29:28 From AG-Scribe: but Arjuna says, if I do all that buddhi yoga I can't fight! 
20:30:50 From AG-Scribe: and we are addicted to the memory of past pleasures of the senses, 

and those memories are also dragging us around 
20:32:23 From AG-Scribe: earth - evacuating stools - 5th karma endriya 
20:32:54 From AG-Scribe: which sense is dragging you around at any moment?? 
20:33:43 From AG-Scribe: therefore, perform the actions that are appropriate to your stage of 

life 
Brahmacharya = student 0-25 
grihasta = householder 25-50 
vanaprasta = retirement 50-75 
samnyas = go to the forest or ashram 75+ 

20:33:58 From AG-Scribe: every 25 years you change stages 
20:34:40 From AG-Scribe: disidentify self with all the material appurtenances. using the 

buddhi. the name is the game. have to name them or they get mixed up with self - the 
atma 

20:35:20 From AG-Scribe: how can you be a car mechanic and not know all the names of the 
parts of the car?? 

20:35:56 From AG-Scribe: #128 3.9 - new concept 
20:37:02 From AG-Scribe: yajna "yugya" actions not dedicated to universal cooperation lead to 

karma bandhana - bondage due to negative cause and effect through action. 
Therefore, perform all actions as a yajna and you will be freed from the bondage of 
cause and effect 

20:37:07 From AG-Scribe: gayatri mantra: 
Om bhur bhuvah svah 
Tat savitur vareniyam 

Bhargo devasya dhimahi 
Diyo yo nah prachodayat 

 
20:37:25 From AG-Scribe: om bhur (here) bhuva (one step above us) sva (10th level where the 

devas are) 
20:37:40 From AG-Scribe: the sun’s rays are shining where we are, above us and in the deva 

realm 
20:37:44 From AG-Scribe: humans are level loka 8 
20:37:47 From AG-Scribe: devas level 10 
20:37:56 From AG-Scribe: devas are the beings embodying the laws of nature 
20:38:03 From AG-Scribe: humans are on a planet that is run by the laws of nature 
20:38:40 From AG-Scribe: yajna is keeping an active link with the ideal realm of the devas that 

is producing the rain, the weather, the food etc - all the things we need. if we don't 
take them in the right way, we destroy the earth. we become colonizers and enslave 
people to take what we want, more than our share 

20:39:05 From AG-Scribe: yajna is taking the right amount in the right way, thanking the devas 
who are the laws of nature, thanking the laws of nature === ecology!!! 

20:39:36 From AG-Scribe: the reciprocal relationship between our taking and nature’s giving - 
the balance that keeps that sustainable over time and includes the maximum 
participants getting benefits, SAYING THANK YOU!! 

http://www.gitacomesalive.com/
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20:40:18 From AG-Scribe: otherwise, you are just a thief. thank you means pay attention, make 
it sustainable and bring it to balance for the good of the entire planet 

20:40:57 From AG-Scribe: we don't own our present world. we are keeping it for our 
grandchildren 

20:41:05 From AG-Scribe: how are doing on this score??? 
20:41:34 From AG-Scribe: this is the basis of the Vedic society -- ecology 
20:41:59 From AG-Scribe: one-lifetime paradigm is destroying our planet 
20:42:26 From AG-Scribe: AG note - this is what I wrote in the fb group recently -- the Vedic 

perspective solves the ecological problem 
20:42:48 From AG-Scribe: life has purpose and consequences 
20:42:59 From AG-Scribe: otherwise, you are greedy, miserly, and destroying the planet for 

your grandchildren 
20:43:49 From AG-Scribe: qna 
20:44:14 From AG-Scribe: then richard 
20:48:16 From AG-Scribe: Paramatma - decides where our chariot will go - the Ultimate within 

our heart. We should be asking Paramatma where to go, what to do 
20:49:01 From Jeffrey Armstrong: I have a QUESTION Sandi-Ji 
20:49:50 From AG-Scribe: Zubin question 
20:50:10 From AG-Scribe: kshatriya = to hurt and protect. not to kill 
20:51:52 From AG-Scribe: sva dharma = one's own dharma 
20:53:11 From AG-Scribe: not everyone is a professional kshatriya, but if someone comes to 

your house to burn it down you are allowed to kill them even if you're not a kshatriya. 
that's dharma, not sva dharma 

20:53:34 From AG-Scribe: zubin 
20:58:19 From AG-Scribe: darshan = from drishti - the opening of the 3rd eye 
20:58:46 From AG-Scribe: jnana chakshusha - the eye of jnana, the eye of knowing 
20:59:22 From AG-Scribe: it's indisputable that you're now seeing what you did not see before 

and all the others who are still not seeing it, but they have to become ready 
20:59:27 From AG-Scribe:  

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 
20:59:34 From AG-Scribe: my guru opened up my eyes 
20:59:44 From AG-Scribe: i was blind and now i can see 
21:00:06 From AG-Scribe: the Vedic vidya descends as seeing 
21:00:36 From AG-Scribe: the guru teaches you how to think using your buddhi discernment. 
21:03:14 From Zubin & Company: Satsang 
21:04:58 From AG-Scribe: Zubin what about satsang? 
21:06:42 From Zubin & Company: I believe Julia meant to say Satsang instead of Guna (as to 

what we're doing here) 
21:07:02 From AG-Scribe: thanks 
21:07:13 From AG-Scribe: Kiyomi did we miss you? 
21:11:39 From Sandi - VASA: pop question for the guru! 
21:13:04 From Sandi - VASA: The four ashramas are: Brahmacharya (student), Grihastha 

(householder), Vanaprastha (retired) and Sannyasa (renunciate). 
21:13:41 From Sandi - VASA: changes at every 25 years or so … 
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21:14:17 From Julia F: actually, I was referring to yajna 
21:15:29 From Reivin: i have a question 
21:15:57 From Reivin:            
21:16:34 From AG-Scribe: varna-ashram-dharma approach. 4 varnas and 4 ashrams. not 

caste!!!! 
varna = intrinsic ability: 
brahmana kshatriya vaishya shudra -- professor protector producer provider 
your occupational skills. varnish - your coating. your instrinsic ability in one of those 3 
general categories. where you thrive and have the optimal skills, being trained and 
contributing to the social body – head (brahmana), arms (kshatriya), stomach 
(vaishya), legs (shudra). whatever you are comes with code a code of honour.  
Jati - subskills in an occupation. 
many kinds of warriors or businesspeople or farmers 
career ladder = shreni 
Ashrama = shelter to perfect yourself  
0-25 - in school - brahmacharya, learning all the info. Circulate your sexual energy, 
don't share it yet 
25-50 grihastha (householder) - reproduce the next generation, experience the 
pleasures of life, share it with their kula - their clan 
Ways to understand how this works before you face choosing a partner and then 
you're in those responsibilities 
50-75 – vanaprastha (retired) - go to the forest, travel,  
75+  samnyas (renunciate) - the female who is more vulnerable lives with her family 

21:16:46 From AG-Scribe: the man becomes a monk or lives in the forest 
21:17:14 From AG-Scribe: no longer trying to gather outside experience, getting ready for 

leaving their body 
21:17:23 From AG-Scribe: getting ready to not be here, where you're going next 
21:17:30 From AG-Scribe: varna-ashram-dharma culture 
21:17:47 From Sandi - VASA: 50-75 they do seva and give back to society 
21:19:19 From AG-Scribe: adi kaari = educare = education 
21:20:00 From AG-Scribe: the student's readiness for the next piece of information 
21:21:13 From AG-Scribe: and to bring out what is within at the just right next step, 

responding to them first, not imposing your desire to teach on them 
21:23:23 From AG-Scribe: ask people questions to see where they are at and what info they are 

ready for and wanting 
21:24:28 From AG-Scribe: guru = heavy, and gu remover 
21:24:41 From AG-Scribe: has gravitas 
21:25:08 From AG-Scribe: but sometimes has to try not to be too heavy handed with the 

medicine 
21:25:47 From AG-Scribe: i want to go there!!! 
21:25:59 From AG-Scribe: getting your life back!! 
21:26:55 From AG-Scribe: videos on to say goodbye??!! 
21:27:28 From AG-Scribe: this wisdom heals the hurting places and then we let Bhagavan drive 

our chariot 
21:28:37 From Sandi - VASA: See you all next week!  Thanks for being here brave atmas! 
21:28:38 From AG-Scribe: don't let life/the battle destroy our optimism - -UTTISHTA!!! stand 

strong, stand steady, stand softly, stand truthfully, and trust in that with all your 
might. 
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HOMEWORK: 
 
From last class (#09): 

- Read a chapter a day (or whatever you do read) OUT LOUD 
- Think about/share on FB: what are you going to stand up for?! (Uttishta!) 
- Remember to hold your discerning faculty with a one-pointed focus upon the atma! 
- Continue to memorize v. 109-110 

 
 Ch.2 v.62 #109 

While contemplating the objects of the senses, attachment to them is born. From such 

attachment, intense desires arise. From unfulfilled desires, the seeds of anger appear. 

 Ch.2 v.63 #110 

From unrestrained anger, delusion arises. From this delusion, memory is lost. When 

memory is lost, discernment is lost. When discernment is lost, this leads to harmful or 

destructive actions.  

- Study these words: Samadhi, Buddhi, Prajna, Prasad, Shraddha 

 

 

From this class (#10): 
 

Suggested practices: 

- Watch Nilesh Oak video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU1PW-diLM0 
- change your worldview by learning the Sanskrit words - write the words down with their 

definitions as if it's a script 
- look at your 5 perceptive senses and see them as 5 of the horses pulling your chariot. Which 

one(s) are you being most pulled around by? 
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